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        The Titlethian ships hung quietly in their blockade in orbit around Saldiacus.  They

hovered nervously and cautiously, well aware that an attack could happen at any moment.

     Suddenly the entire Stallunda fleet came rushing at them with tremendous  velocity,

firing wildly!  The Titlethian ships scrambled to fight back.  Several of them were torn

apart into balls of flame by the laser fire, but then it was over.  The fleet arched up and

retreated.  A couple of Titletian ships pursued, but most of the others scrambled to

reinforce the blockade, confused about what had just happened.

     Suddenly a squadron of fighters came straight at them.  Erinyetha and I were safely in

the middle of the squadron.  Our fighters spread out in battle against the blockade.  Chaos

filled the scene as the lasers shot back forth between our ships and theirs.  During the

fight Erinyetha and I passed through the blockade with a couple other fighters still

protecting us, and we entered the atmosphere of the planet.  We had made it!

     Or not!  There was a large jolt and sparks flew out of the control panel in front of me!

Our fighter started to spin out of control!  Dark black smoke poured out of the ship and

covered the view around us!  We were hit!  I looked back to try to survey the damage.

The tail of our fighter was gone and our engine was nothing but a ball of flames!

     “Mayday! Mayday!” I yelled into the intercom.  “This is Rochard and Erinyetha. We

have been hit.  We are heading in for a crash landing!”

     “We're not going to make it!” screamed Erinyetha.

     “Just hang in there!” I yelled back.

     The gravity pulled tightly against our bodies as our ship rolled violently through the

atmosphere.  I struggled against the g-forces, holding tightly to the control stick trying to

regain control of the ship!  With the touch of a button, I shut the engines off.

     “Erin!” I yelled over the loud rush of our fall, “when I say to, fire the landing thrusters

at full power!”

     “What good will that do?” she yelled back.

     “Just trust me!”

     I thrust the control stick forward, sending our spinning fighter straight down, with the

ground staring up at us!  Our speed increased dramatically, but the spinning slowed a

little.



     “Get ready!” I screamed to Erinyetha.

     I grabbed the control stick as tightly as I could.  Dizziness threatened to knock me

unconscious, but I focused all my strength on the task of keeping us alive!  

     “In five!” I yelled, “four, three, two, one... Now!”

      The fighter moaned terrible groans as the landing thrusters blasted out with flames of

an intensity that the ship was never built for!  Every bolt in the fighter groaned and

creaked against the force!  Then the spinning stopped, the thrusters shut off, and we were

left plunging straight towards the ground!

     “It worked!” I shrieked out.

      Then I restarted the engine.  It sputtered, it coughed, sparks flew everywhere, but it

finally roared to life!  I pulled back on the stick and the nose of our fighter pushed

forward.  The force of our speed ripped several tiles off the ship, but it still managed to

level off.  The fighter rocked violently back and forth as I fought to maintain control!

      “Rochard!” yelled Erinyetha from behind me, “We're losing fuel fast!”

      I looked at the fuel gauge, and sure enough we were losing fuel at very alarming rate!

Clearly we were leaking fuel!

     “What do we do!” shrieked Erinyetha.

     “We're going to have to abandon ship!” I yelled back.

     “Eject!” 

     “Yes,” I replied, “but not yet!  Wait until we're lower.  I'll tell you when!”

     Our fighter shook forward and gradually descended towards the ground.  Trees raced

by in a blur far, far below us.

     “Do you know where we are?” yelled Erinyetha.

     “No!” I replied, screaming to be heard over the noise of our dying engines and the

rush the wind across the bleeding fighter.  “I don't see any buildings, so we must be very

far from the palace!”

     “So, we're lo...”

     BANG!  The engines gave one last incredibly loud blast and then frizzled into smoke.

The velocity of our fighter slowed and our altitude began to drop rapidly!

     “Eject!” screamed Erinyetha, now beyond terrified.

     “Not yet!”

     The tops of trees grew closer and closer, racing by us at uncontrollable speeds.

      “Now!” I yelled.  

      Erinyetha pulled her eject lever and the cracked glass cockpit slid out  from above

her!  Suddenly she was thrust violently out of the cabin!

      As per proper safety procedures, I counted five seconds after she left and then pulled

on my eject lever.  I felt the air rush violently upon me as I was catapulted out of the

fighter.  I fell for what seemed an eternity before my parachute finally deployed!

Frantically, I searched the skyline for Erinyetha.  She was just a few feet below me.  In

the distance dark smoke and flames shot up from the forest where the fighter crashed!


